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This is true in the business world.
Some brilliant figures of modern
society are witnesses of this. And
especially in the world of social
projects and charity.
If I look at my "competitors" to
understand who is better or, what’s
even worse, to fight them for useless
superiority, I won't get very far.
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My desire to achieve the goal I have
set for myself grows as I see others as
teachers. To check the quality of my
work, the transparency of my goals,
the effectiveness of the tools chosen
to achieve this goal.
That is why one of the priorities of
Caritas Kazakhstan is to cooperate
with partners who, day after day,
help us improve the quantity and
quality of our services.
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CHILDREN IS OUR FUTURE
The Project for Support of Parents of
Children
with
Down
Syndrome
continues to work with the day group
and provide one-to-one sessions. The
cold season ends and visits to the
Center become more regular and it
becomes possible to organize processes
more efficiently.
We continue to share news and
successes of our children on social
networks.
So we talked about the Day of
Kazakhstan and Kazakh Culture held at
the Center. The parents responsible for
the organization of this holiday held an
open lesson. Children were fed with
national treats. And wore the national
costumes.
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CHILDREN IS OUR FUTURE
We also continue to
celebrate the birthdays of
our kids at the center. This
month was the birthday
girl Inzhu. Inju's parents
brought delicious treats
for all children. All
together we congratulated
the birthday girl.
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CHILDREN IS OUR FUTURE
Fabulous experience we lived
through this winter is that we
were able to take part in the
Drawing Masterclass, organized
by our friends Dina Ali and the
charity foundation “CHARITY Do
Kindness” . Children and parents
have got many positive emotions
and useful skills. We all were able
to see the inclusive dream that
we hope will get to reality.
It was great!
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«TAKE BACK» PROJECT
Another step forward in the “Take
Back” Project that Inditex is
implementing in cooperation with
Caritas Kazakhstan! The boundaries
of the project itself and the number
of partners are expanding. Now the
project boxes are in more several
stores: Stradivarius, ZARA Home,
Massimo Dutti!
There was also a regular meeting of
volunteers for sorting clothes. There
is a lot of work, and there are many
people waiting for this help!
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«TAKE BACK» PROJECT
This month, we donated a small
part of children's clothing from 0
to 5 years old and men's clothing
to the parish of the Assumption
of the Virgin in Taraz (the city in
the south of the country, near
the border with Kyrgyzstan. The
population of the city is 357 795
ppl).
We do not stop sharing
information with others so that
as many caring people as
possible join this project!
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SOCIAL TECHNOLOGIES
We continue to reflect on the
significance of Social Technologies in
the current context. Here are a
couple of tips on how to avoid
failures with your social media
pages:
Try to avoid delicate or controversial
subjects. Do not anger the audience,
provoke aggression or give food for
condemnation. In addition to the
fact that you can quarrel people with
each other in this way, they will also
start to dislike you.
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SOCIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Make sure there are no errors in
the publication. Errors can be
more than just grammatical.
When writing the text, use only
relevant information in the
authenticity of which you are
sure. Avoid viral content, even if
it sounds like a great idea to get
new readers quickly.
Remember: every post must be
literate, reliable, and interesting.
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SOCIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Manage your reputation properly. A
lot of fake accounts created to write
beautiful reviews and increase
followers will be noticed by both
social
media
algorithms
and
audience. Also, don't lose control
when dealing with negative people:
always be polite, even if your
opponent is wrong.
Keep your social media presence
positive and effective.
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ACTIVE DEVELOPMENT
Work in the framework of the
environmental project is in full
swing. The work is carried out in
three directions: informational we decided to create a separate
Instagram account for the
project in order to inform
subscribers about how we can
take care of our planet. We
invite you to subscribe to our
@caritas_kz_eco
page.
We
provide interesting and useful
content!
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ACTIVE DEVELOPMENT
We also establish cooperation with
organizations working in this area. In
addition, we do not forget about the
practical actions that need to be taken to
protect the environment.
In particular, with the approach of spring,
we are planning to organize and
participate in eco-clean-ups, as a result of
which the collected waste will be
transferred to the collection points for
recyclable materials. Of course, we are
also thinking about larger-scale projects.
But we will talk about this in the next
issues of the newsletter.
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REGIONAL NEWS
This month our friends from CaritasAstana are sharing their news with us.
One of the successful and useful projects
that we want to share is Art therapy. We
started this project in July 2020 and
hope for its further existence.
2 times a week, a group of children
hurries to Caritas-Astana in anticipation
of interesting activities. The project
coordinator Elena schedules every
minute so that the guys spend their time
with benefit. Classes begin with ballet
gymnastics - parterre. The guys diligently
perform all the exercises, they even
know how to do the splits.
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REGIONAL NEWS
After such a warm-up, the main classes
begin. The guys read and analyze works of
art. The story-fairy tale "The Little Prince"
by Antoine de Saint-Exupery, made a great
impression and made children think, and
after reading the guys wrote an essay.
Some of our wards have a big problem they are not socialized, have difficulty
communicating with classmates and
parents. With the help of fairy tale
therapy, the problems that have arisen are
discussed and, together with Elena, the
guys are trying to find a way out of this
situation.
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REGIONAL NEWS
An interesting exercise is
drawing with music. We choose
a theme, turn on the music and,
with our eyes closed, plunge
into the world of sounds, trying
to imagine the picture that the
melody around us evokes. We
open our eyes and begin to
create - we draw with our
fingers those pictures that have
arisen in our imagination. An
exciting activity!
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REGIONAL NEWS
Our guys love culinary activities! This
can be judged by the quantity and
quality of the prepared confectionery cheeseburgers, hot dogs, pizzas, cakes,
pancakes, donuts, cookies, muffins.
Soiled in flour, but very happy - after
all, some guys have never done this
before. Along the way, Elena teaches
them how to keep a budget, using
simple math problems, they calculate
the cost of the future dish.
Such joint work helps every child to
open up, because they are all talented,
unique, with a sparkle in their eyes.
And our task is to do everything
possible so that this light does not go
out, and faith in ourselves and in
people does not disappear!
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“The greatest enemy of
knowledge is not ignorance, but
the illusion of knowledge,”
Stephen Hawking.
www.caritaskz.info
@caritaskazakhstan
Caritaskazakhstan
Guido Trezzani
For those who wish to support our projects:
ATF BANK
050060 Almaty, Tole bi Str. 24
BIK ALMNKZKA
BIN 000841000509
«Caritas Kazakhstan»
BIN 181140031992
KZT KZ11826A1KZTD2996066
EUR KZ07826A1EURD2999716
USD KZ58826A1USDD2999529

Take care of
yourself and
stay healthy.
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